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ACTION FBOE-00

INFO OCT-01  ARA-10  ISO-00  A-01  /012 W
---------------------     004056
R 262030Z MAR 75
FM AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 8341

UNCLAS BRASILIA 2285

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: A/FBO
SUBJECT: FIRE PROTECTION LARANJEIRAS BUILDING,
    PROPERTY N. 61106-B

REF: STATE 067093 MARCH 26, 1975, DEPT. OM JULY 31, 1975
    AND BRASILIA OM MARCH 11, 1975

1. CONTRACTORS PROPOSAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH DEPARTMENT'S OM
   AND DRAWING DATED JULY 31, 1974.

2. SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEM NOT SPECIFIED IN REFERENCE OM.
   CRIMMINS
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